In the present report an approach for determination of particle distribution density in analytical form for beam in electric field is presented. It was applied previously for beams in magnetic fields [I]. The purpose of the report is to extend this approach on beams in electric field. For low current beam, the expressions for particle density are obtained in various cases. For intense beam, the integral equation for particle density in the space of first integrals of motion equations is proposed. The well known KV distribution is one of its solutions.
ERMAKOV SYSTEMS AND THEIR INTEGRALS
Consider stationary beam of charged particles in RF electric field, transverse components of which E,, E, are linear functions of the corresponding coordinates:
Let assume that in each cross-section of the beam all particles have the same longitudinal velocity i . This assumption is realized, for example, for heam in initial part of RFQ channel.
Further we will consider distribution of particles of some infinitely thin layer moving along z-axis with the velocity i and restricted by two infinitely closed planes moving with the same velocity. Let us assume that initially (in the beginning of the channel) particles fill ellipsoid in fourdimensional space:
Bo is diagonal matrix, BO = diag(a,o,c,o,a,~,c,~). As the equations of motion are linear:
in each subsequent moment particles till ellipsoid, and envelopes on x, y satisfy the equations
where E, = 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE SPACE OF INTEGRALS
Let us consider particle distribution ofthe moving infinitely thin layer introduced above. Taking into account that the thickness of the layer dz varies when the layer moves along z-axis, we normalize all densities dividing them by conserving value d z l i . We will denote the density of distribution on the vari- because we set density as function of the variables to which it is related as a density. In particular, we can correctly use generalized function as particle densities.
Let us express the phase density and the density in the configuration space through the density f ( l z , 
EXAMPLES OF DISTRIBUTIONS
In the simplest case the phase density is constant: n = no.
Substituting it to (13) and integrating, we have
Other simple examples can be easily obtained if we take 
CONCLUSION
The approach for determination of particles distributions in electric field proposed in the present report allows modeling of nonuniform distributions for low intensity beams, which can be represented in analytical form along accelerating and focusing channel. In particular, these distributions can be widely used in various optimization problems of beam dynamics with the account of particle density distribution in configuration space [5,61. Another result of this work is integral equation for density f ( I z , I , ) for intense uniform charged beam. On the base of this equation the problem of finding of selfconsistent distributions can be examined.
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